CTNEXT BOARD OF DIRECTORS
of CTNext, LLC
Public Hearing
Monday, May 15, 2017
9:00 a.m.
Location - CCSU’s Institute for Technology and Business Development,
185 Main St.
New Britain, CT 06051

Attendance by CTNext Board and Staff:
CTNext Board: Hadi Borzorgmanesh, Mike Cantor, George Mathanool, Matt McCooe.
CTNext Staff: Kip Bergstrom, Jessica Dodge, and Glendowlyn Thames.
Central CT IP Team Representatives:
Mayor Erin Stewart, City of New Britain
Tim Stewart, Greater New Britain Chamber
Rick Mullins, ITBD
Rose Ponte, Town of Farmington
Marlo Greponne, HRA New Britain
Robin Sparks, Coalition for New Britain’s Youth
Nancy Sarrah, Supt. CSDNB
Sandra Sanford, CSDNB
Spencer Curry, Trifecta Ecosystems
Gabriel Guevara, CCSU
Tremell Collins, City Council
Caroline Dealy, UConn Health/Uconn Technology
John de Rham, Thunderbird CHP
Chris Galligan, CSU
Greg Smulski, Stanley Black & Decker
Mark Wick, Thunderbird CHP
Maria Falvo, American Savings Foundation
Ken Colwell, CCSU
Eric Francis, Trifecta Ecosystems
Chris DeMorro, Sublime Exposure Online
Peter Burke, Grant Writing Plus
Travis Rose, OIC of New Britain
Paul Gianaris, CCSU Alumni
Harry Mazadoorian, Community Resident
Drew Harris, CCSU
Rich Zovich, Amco Precision Tool
Aimee Monroy Smith, Jackson Laboratory
Courtney Hendricson, CT Economic Resource Center
Steve Ferraro, Paradigm Precision
Matt Pilon, Hartford Business Journal
David Huck, City of New Britain
Jeff DiCosimo, Premier Portraits
Naranchimeg Mijid, CCIE
Chris Edge, Town of Berlin
Robin Sharp, YWCA
Bill Carrol, City of New Britain

9:20 a.m.   A Public Hearing was held in accordance with section 32-39 of the General Statutes of the State of Connecticut for the purposes of the Innovation Places Program Finalists

Other Business:  No Other Business was transacted

12:20 p.m.   Public Hearing Concluded